JFK Address at U.N. General Assembly

9/25/61

16mm, b/w, sof, “A” Wind, Reel One- 1091’ from first picture frame to last picture frame, Reel Two- 539’ from first picture frame to last picture frame. No head or tail sync marks.
Source: CBS, per Deed of Gift of December 22, 1969, Exhibit A.
Producer: CBS

This film covers President John F. Kennedy’s (JFK) address at the General Assembly of the United Nations on 9/25/61. (Public Papers, Item No. 387)

Shot List

Reel One
0’- First picture frame.
65’- Shots of delegates in General Assembly.
114’- JFK introduced by President of the General Assembly, Kongi Slim, Representative from Tunisia
1091’- JFK's address.
1091’- Last picture frame.

Reel Two
0’- First picture frame.
467’- JFK's address.
536’- Shots of delegates in General Assembly and JFK being escorted out of hall by President Slim.
539’- CBS credits.
539’- Last picture frame.